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NEW CONCEPT:
"A German holiday in Detroit”
Sept.4-7 at Howard Johnson's

Why go to Heidel -

berg? It’s all happening here in 1970-• FAMED GUEST SPEAKERS
“TARZAN & THE JUNGLE BOY" 1967, un

• AUCTION EACH DAY

released, starring MIKE HENRY (color &
cinemascope)

• PANEL DISCUSSIONS

“FABULOUS WORLD OF JULES VERNE"
“KING KONG”
“MASQUE OF THE RED DEATH"(color &

• ORIGINAL ART DISPLAYS
• BANQUET AWARDS CEREMONY
• MASQUERADE PARTY

Quarterly Progress Reports(Artwork. Toy Al Williamson,

cinemascope)

Serial Features:
“RETURN OF CAPTAIN MARVEL"
“SPY SMASHER RETURNS”
“SAKIMA & THE MASKED MARVEL”
PLUS a Full-Length serial & much,
much more! Details in Progress
Report.

(XT Xem)
Detroit Triple
Fan Fair, Dept.F-1
14845 Anne
Oetrort, Mich.48101
cctfJ PAC*
PLEASE SEND:
-------------------- Attending (prior to August 1st) $3.00
Supporting $1.50
$Amount enclosed (checks payable to
Detroit Triple Fan Fair)

No.l due out: JANUARY 1st. Attending and supporting members will receive
P.R.’s up until convention time.
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Name_________________________________________________ _
Address_______________________________________________
C ity
State
Zip
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Our New Co-Editor Ins been
drafted and thus has flown
the Nest» His new address
far the moment ist
Pvt»’Chris J» Hoth
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Uth Tr.’Brg»
2nd nt. -

Fart Knox, Kentucky
hei2i
».Write|...

Prologue« by Dink Schultz

As some of you may be aware, our erstwhile co-editcr, chief ink-spreader,
would-be lackey and running-dog of Wall Street, Chris Hoth fell prey to the
cries of Lewis B, Hershey and his Instant Soldier Program,
Chris had been aware for some time that he was extremely vulnerable to be
drafted, but without an ”important” job or classification, without any physical
or mentdl defect worth mentioning (fandom is not considered to be a major dev
iation),'and unwilling to go back to the University educational system that he
abhorred, it was something that he had learned to accept«..and hope he could
beat by sheer patience*
Unfortunately for Chris, Johnson’s War is sweeping ever-increasing hordes
of young men into the armed forces and being without any easy cop-out, he duly
received, his notice to report for physical.
And just when we were turning him into a good fan. Just when he was getting
hep to the history and spirit and espirit of fandom. Just when his horizons
were broardening under the impact of the famish microcosm. Just when I was be
ginning to think I could saddle him with the editorship of HARPIES, Just when
he was beginning to buy out ny pocketbook collection, then they drafted him,
A few fans held'a going-away get-together for Chris over at his place. And
as it was a surprise, it was sort of fun. You can’t celebrate getting drafted,
but we at least let him know that there were people sad to see him go and wanting
him to hurry back. It was rather sad actually, Karol DeVore and Mary Mueller
gave him a peck to remember and we all silently hoped he’d be one of the major
ity who land themselves stateside posts or go to someplace quieter like Europe
or (shudder) Alaska, or at least (dottle shudder) Korea,
And so Chris left us the next day, was dily passed as fit Respite his very
thin frame and slight breathing condition. Since then he’s written home and his
address is on the contents page, future addresses will be published in HARPIES
and sent to LOCUS and elsewhere if anyone wants to send him fanzines» In the
mealtime he’s settling into the idiotic
procedure the Aruy lays upon its recr
uits with a certain minimum of grumbling;
and a deep understanding of the basic
Pavlovian methodology of the average
D,I, I think Chris is going to come out
of the Arny with a better sense of his
am identity and his own needs and how
to achieve them. But then anyone can do
that anywhere. The Arny, like any dictatership just tends to speed up the process
of either creation or Oellapse,
But hrre’s Chris,..,
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•THE

DIVINE

COMEDY»

If you’ll recall nçr last editorial in HARPIES I stated that I would assume
editorship if the Amy didn’t get ne»
'Well, this is being written on a bunk in Barracks 7015 in Fort Knox, ’Kent
ucky, thé coaclyx'of creation» I’m now Private Heth, Company C, Series 9,
Roster'5, line 27, Serial # 37U586125, etc», etc» I am nob a nunber, I am nob a
number, I am not a number.»..

Tb took 12 hours to get processed through Monday at Fort Wayne, Detroit.
6 hours by bus tó Forb Knox, 5 more hours of processing and a $ hour wait far
a place to sleep. Sheesh. I’ve spent about a week now in what is euphemistically
called reception (orientation, shots, receive clothing, etc.).

Monday or Thursday, September 15, 19o9, I will begin BCT (Basic Corbat
Training). BCT will be work and loud-mouth Dal.’s
"sual, but this reception
is something else again. Our Barrack
Chief spends his off time wearing Bell
Bottoms, painting psychedelic posters
listening to Beatties music. Another
Specialist sits around in his under*
wear and lové beads discussing acid
trips. Bub one fact remains, and
when you see a group of men stabb*
ing with bayonets, you realize they
are teaching us all to kill, people. ’
That’s why Ih«e titled this piece
"The Divine Comedy”. Because it is
a trip into Hell. True, it’s an
experience I’ll be blad of having
had once it’s all over,, but it’s
still Hell.
I’ve already strayed from the 4
True Way by dripping out of college,
and this Reception is very much like
Idrfco. It’s fairly easy and can be
pleasant, but it’s the doorstep to
the Inferno. I don’t know exactly
what else to say....there áre ser®
really bizarre people here.,, And
eveiy other word seems to be an
obscenity.

Ch well. Stay tuned next
north for the First Circle.
•chrls hoth*
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ST« LQKJIsnON And other things» There
were approximately 1500
people at this WorldCon, making it a
bit smaller than the BayCon last year
in Oakland, California, and thus pitt
ing the knife to oft-mentioned thoughts
of my own that there would easily be
2000 people there» It was rather nice
be proved wrong, in this instance. It
xna.de for a very meh smaller Con than
expected. As a matter of fact, even
with 1500 people it seemed way smaller
than the last three previous^orld^ons.
No doubt this was in part psychological
but much of it was fact» There were
not large numbers of parties and none
of them were really fantastically overcrowded (excepting the Minneap 611s Con
in ’73 parties). Yet there seemed to
be very few groups of neophytes wander
ing around for a party, or just plain
looking for fun. In part this was due
to the habit of sticking with a party
rather than party-hopping that seemed
to predominate the whole Con at night.
In part it must be «©needed that the
rooms at the Chaste-Park Plaza were
fractionally larger than rooms at some
past Hotels. But it remains m essen
tially unexplained phenonemon» There
also seemed to be little trouble in '
finding anyone that I was looking fcr^
and this despite the usual snafu with
the elevators» For once the facilities
seemed t o blerid in perfectly with a
stf WorldCon* One quick run up the
lobby through to the movie screen in
back and you had inevitably passed the
greatest bulk of the Con attendees at
any one time.
Ah yes, the elevators. There was
the usual griping about the elevators
at this Hotel, but it seems obvious by
now that elevators in any Con Hotel are
by their very nature unable to cope
with fans. This is in part due to the
large numbers of fans which overtax
the service, also due to the usual
lack of operators over a Holiday week
end* But due also to the rather

erratic nature of large
groups trying to all move
up and down at the same
time, and then no one using
them for other periods of
time# The Hotel management
played its part, of course,
by not staffing enough
help to the Night Shift to
run the elevators in the
taller older section of the
Hotel» Until after the
Confrontation Saturday and
subsequent improvement in
Hotel attitude, there was
one lone youngster running
one elevator during most of
the nighb, I had a nic e
chat with the gentleman in
question at one point, and
after running fans Up and
down for some hours, was much
wearied but rather liked the
C«n and the people in it.
He could only load so many
people on at any one time,
and was thus farced to ignore
some signals on some floors
until the elevator had emptied
to some degree, or unless there
was someone getting off at that
floor, I got him a drink from one
of the parties to perk up his spirits,
and he was able to survive the rest of
his shift. When he went off an old crab
took ever and it is here that the hourlong wait on the 25th floor took place
that I heard about later.
Fandom has always had troubles with
the elevators excepting a few hapoy
occassions like the i960 PittCon where
the elevators were fully automatic and
the crowds were small enough so that
thqy were able to cope with the usual
fannlsh peak periods. The other "occasion
was the 1961 SeaCon (otherwise known as
the PuCon, only Seattle fandom backed out
of using that title...if you don’t get
the obvious joke, try saying it out loud
a few times...) where there were only 2
floors to the entire Con,
But the elevators are symptomatic of
a deeper problem regarding the Hotels.
First off, we should begin accepting for
a fact that some things, like the Hotel
coffee shop and elevators are never go
ing to function perfectly for our tastes
far the simple reason that we don’t
follow customary mundane Convention
eating and usage patterns. Even with
large portfolios available to each Hotel
from the Convention Bureaus regarding (?)

the eating and drinking and partying
habits *f Stf Cons, they are always
unprepared. This is due to no rfotel
management ever believing the facts
Laid down concerning coff eh shop usage
and bar usage and all-night party
hoppir^ and such,» They habitually ex
pect us to act like everyone else,,.and
we don’t.
So, they inevitably don’t have en
ough help on hand. Net enough facilit
ies, Not enough rooms, because fans do
not reserve a room unless they’re coming, which is distinctly abnormal.
This inevitably provides a ready
made confrontation for each new Con,
It is wersened, to the Hotel’s mind, by
the fannlsh custom of not tipping or
tipping'poorly, Unlike most Convent
ioneers, fans are usually on a strict
budget, are not interested in impress
ing anyone, and expect service as a
matter of course without paying up
additional blackmail in the farm of
tips. This does not exactly endear us
to most Hotel'people.
In short, the Hotel is told by the
Con Cor,unittee to expect such and such.
The booklets on the Cons from the Con
Bureau of each city tells them to ex
pect such and such. And each year

the Hotel fails to believe the claims far
the Stf Cons ard is unable to cope with
immense numbers of hard-living young fans
Intent on enjoying themselves»
In the case of the Chaste-Park Plaza,
Saturday of the Con provided a number of
classic Confrontations betwixit the might
of fandom and the mundane management, in
which the mundane management came off a
rather poor second»
There was the bit vhere a few stock
holders in the Hotel chain complained.
Charlie Bream worked his way up the Chain
Of Command and upon reaching the top corn
fronted him with a request to put it in
writing that he wouldn’t do such and such»
Joe Hensley and friends went up to the Top
there and Joe (who is licensed to practice
law in Missouri) pointed out little breaches
of contract here and there. Apparently
at least one fan went around with a tape
recorder asking questions of the staff.
Also, the Minneapolis in ’73 group will be
using a Hotel in Miirieapolis that belongs
to the same chain as the Chaste-Park Plaza.
A quick message to the'Leamington with the
plea to"For God’s Sake^ Do Something About
These Idiots Down Here, They’re Queering
The Chances Of You Getting This &$$$ Prof
itable WorldConi” resulted in some rockets
being sent around as well« With the WorldCon safely in their pocket the'Chaste-Park
could afford to be a bit aloof, but the
Wheels That Be in the upper echelons of
command could not be so obstinate with thots
of more money in their minds.
The upshot was that the Htoel attitude
changed remarkably after Saturday and the
firing of the Night Manager, This was the
same creep who closed down the various
parties Thursday night on the spacious
grounds that the party-throwers had not
bought Party Rooms but suites and who tried
to hijack the First Fandom group for a small
fortune for a meeting room and tried to hi
jack the Con Committee far the Pool Party
that it said it was providing to apologize
for the previous night’s troubles. It is
also to be noted that evidently he left a
legacy of a number of fouled-up bills which
a number of fans were charged for.
But as stated, after Saturday the Hotel
straightened up a bit and actually tried to
cooperate with the Con Committee, For in
stance, after I mentioned to Ray Fisher that
evidently a few people were having trouble
with, their Hotel bills (ityself included),
he reached the management and the management
in effect told the Front Desk not to argue
with the fans checking out, but to correct
the bills to what the fans said'they should
be. The management had already, of course,
sent down rockets to the lower echelons of
command to be more obliging and told the

Night Desk and house dick to lay
off and cool it. The entering
of some rooms during the Masquer
ade and Banquet after that was per
formed by the St0 Louis Narcotics
detail and not- by the Hotel rent-afuzz as thought by many. They had
sent people down, of course, when
they heard how many ’’hippies" were
overflowing the Ghaste^Fark, and had
found a msr^jolui Cigarette in the
elevator, forgodsake. Thus enraged,
the St. Louis fuzz started going
through rooms and planting men in the
throng, much to the dismay of the
newly-chastened Hotel staff and over
their voluminous objections. That
there was even any maryjohn there is
a surprise. (A number of the more
sane once-in-a-time smokers I know
commented that they purposelly did
not bring anything with them, even
for personal usage simply because they
knew in advance that the St, Louis
police would be so incredibly nosy
arri provincial and expecting so many
"hippies" to have various goodies on
them,) They were probably very dis
appointed that so many beards and
long-hairs in one spot didn’t result
in history making orgies and arrests.
So far as I know no one arrested any
one or even hauled them down for
questioning*
But these problems seemed to be
the only major faults of the Con.
Even the acriminous arguing that took
place during the Banquet betwixit
Harlan and his Fan Club, and the
accident where Rick Norwood fell
through the movie screen during the
masquerade didn’t much slow things
down at the Con«'
Nonetheless, the Chaste-Park
won the Worst Fan award that LASFS
had going.
To explain«,.•
IASFS is at present energetic
ally in-gathering money from many
sources in an effort to purchase a
permanent LASFS club-house.' Not
rent, or use anyone's house, or
anything else like that. To act
ually own, period. To do this in
today's inflated land and building
pricing setup requires a vast $$$
capital outlay, so far as fannish
organizations go.
Anyways, someone conceived of
the brilliantly slanderous notion
of having a Worst Fan Award. To
nominate all that is necessaiy is
for someone to come forward'with a
dollar and a name. To vote, just

threw in a penny, for each additional vote.
Naturally the more popular fans in the L^..
area were quickly nominated and odd pennies
and quarters and what not duly tinkled into
the cups Bruce Pelz took around to the
IASFS meetings for the Fund.
Brucifer also took the cups to the
MidWestCon in late June and back to the
Wes terCon in July, and thence to the St.
LouisCon, where the final “voting tally4’
took place by the simple procedure of count
ing the money each nominee received.
The winners (if you care to call them
that) were»
The Chaste-Park Plaza Hotel at $76.65.
The New #2 was Harlan EUison,$72o30.
And...you rosy find this hard to bel-'
leva...#3 was our goold ol’ Charlie Brown,
Our Man In LOCUS® At $70.^. (Charlie was
nominated anonymously with a fairly large
bill and large bills kept turning up in
the Charlie Brown cup after that during the
Con. Word has it that the reason for this
extraordinary growth was that Leland Sapiro
was tossing the money In himself, in retal
iation for various comments Charlie has been
making in LOCUS and elsewhere about Leland.)
Uth was Leland Sapiro at $28.71* John
Boardman made the 5th slot at $25.70* Bjo
was nominated anonymously via an unsigned
letter in mid-July (Los Angeles postmark)
and came out #6 at $2h.,?fl thanx no doubt to
the manner in which she has let some folk
in LA County know she doesn’t care meh for
them or their habits.
Cleveland’s own Jim Williams was #7 at
$10.10 after a quick rise at the MidWestCon.
TedE. White, feud er from way back got
#8 at $8.93 and Redd Boggs garnered #9 at
$7J13 almost entirely from. IASFS voters.
Others were»
Alva Rogers, ex-BayCon Chairman, #10
at $6.80. 11 was Jerry Pournelle, $6,15,
again almost entirely from IASFS voters.
Walt Cole was 12th at $5.60 even. 13th was
Don Studebaker at $U.27. Bill Dona ho was
16th at $3 .JI* J. Ben Stark was 17th at
$3.S6. 18th was David “Tribbles” Gerrold
at $3.01. 19th was Bob Schoenfeld at $2.3k.
2Cth was Ed Wood at $1.89 (a real bargain
price...,)* 21st was Fred Phillips at
$1.8h. 22nd was Jim Sanders at $1*17* 23rd
was Lee Ann Klingstein Gold at $1.06. 2hth
was Noah Ward at $1.G1. 25th place was tied
with Dirce Archer, Art .Hayes and ^avid Malone
each with $1,00 apiece.
It is interesting to note that I’d nae
ever heard of some of the names above, but
from the “votes” cast "for” them I’d say
that I’m not alone. Some of the votes ob

viously reflect regional feuds and
arguments. The standings don’t really
reflect past misdeeds all that well
either, of course. All it indicates
is that some people have a few enemies
who are willing to lay out good hard
cash to make them look bad.
And if my favourites didn’t do al?,
that well, nor yours maybe, you might
take Brucifer’s comment Monday to youx
heart.
The Chaste-Park Plaza and Harla:
Ellison won because they were the only
ones actively campaigning during the
St.LouisCon.
HARLAN Yes, Harlan managed to do a
bit of adSive campaigning
during the St.LouisCon through his
usual graceful method of soothing
tattered tempers and frayed nerves.
Apart from the usual sore toes
that Harlan would inevitably step on
during any Con, at least one incident
prompted one of the most acriminous
exchanges ever observed during a 'ban
quet.
You see, the Banquet was Sunday
and the Masquerade was held the night
before, Saturday. During it one Fred
Norwood from New Orleans & environs,
came as Goold 011 Charlie Brown, the
Peanuts character and not as Marsha’s
dearest and nearest. During the 2rd
run-through of the better costumes,
Fred repeated his previous antics of'
trying to' fly a kite. But this time
het triped, for real, and fell through
the largeish movie screen permanently
unfolded behind the stage-runway. (It
had been on 1iiis movie screen that the
all-night movies were shown each night
of the Con whilst all sane people were
asleep and all fans were partying and
mundanes doing whatever obscene things
it is that mundanes do during a Labor
Day weekend.) This immediately profit
ed a frenzied cry of pain from some
member of the Hotel staff who started
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Fund, to be administered by Joe
Hensley. Hensley you will recall
is Our Representative in the ivied
Hallr of Politics...at times. He
also happens to be a hell of a
sharp lawyer (as the Hotel manage
ment evidently learned to its dismay) and an apt person to take
care of the monies,
SPEAKING OF BUSINESS There are
going to be
sone minor fireworks at the HeiCon next year and afterwards over
a proposal which was put through
at this Con»
Namely that from now on (or
at least starting in 1972) the
Big Cons held on the North Amer
ican continent will be termed the
North Amer. SFCon, or NASFic for
short. A true World (or Internat
ional SF Con) will be set up, and
plans formulated to rotate and
yelling that it’d cost
or $2$C t* re
pair the movie screen« Harlan Ellison then
maintain the World Cons themselves
as a viable organization. There
went up on the runway and took the mike and
explained the salient points of the dialegue
was a great deal more of it, and
fortunately some of the hairier
the staff man was coming up with and made an
appeal for money via popular subscription to
proposals were torpedoed quite
neatly and promptly» But evident
pay for the damages and shut the little man
ly Fandom per se has said it’s
from the Hotel up»
^0 was collected in a few quick minutes say...it wants to divorce the Big
and collected on stage for the the movie
Cons being held here from the
screen» Thus shutting up the Hotel man» It
new WorldCon system, excepting that
is a little chilling to note that after it
when the WorldCon is due to be in
had been ascertained that the necessary money the North American continent, the
had been ingathered, there was a definite
NA.SF1C of that year will be the
air in the large room of Blood» The mood of
WorldCon.
most fans seemed to be, ’’Well, now that we
They also eliminated the
have paid for the screen, let’s tear it
Novelette category in the Hugos
downl” The fans were in a vicious mood at
and stated that the Hugos as
'the time and I hesitate to think of the
presently operating shall continue
reaction any of the Hotel Wheels waild have
as an English language presentat
gotten if they had put in an appearance at
ion, only.
that precise moment» It made one think of
The other business I’m sure
the massed citizenry of Paris eagerly await
you are well aware of,
ing the moment in the Trial of Robiespierre
Boston won handily over Wash
when they could shout, ’’Off with his headf*
ington D.C.'in the voting far the
Anyways, after paying off the screen
»71 Con Sit9 which voting was taken
damage, there was a good healthy surplus
Saturday morning» When the‘voting
left over, variously reported as $200 to
took place for the »70 site, there
$2^0» Harlan Ellison had some notions of
was some maneuvering, and a bid for
his own on how'most effectively the monies
Tranquility Base (on the Moon) was
could be spent, or invested, and was quite
withdrawn after a cohort pointed
willing to make his views known» It was in
out the transportation problems,
relation to these monies that Harlan became
not to mention the lack of a suit
embroiled with various enrapt members of the
able Hotel» Heidelberg won by a
Banquet audience Sunday evening.
voice vote. Now if only my stock
Ultimately prudence came through with
will go up another point ••►.why
flying colours and in the Business Meeting
then I’ll be seeing you»
the next morning it was decided that the $$$
In Heidelberg»
will be a continuing Convention Emergency
(10)
Ghu bless Howard Hughes»

'That’s, a little private ¿ok»» You
see, Howard Hughes is buying out the
company I’ve invested in, which means
I’m due to make all sorts of
when
the process of conversion is complete«
Howard Hughes'is many things. A
recluse, an enigma, tycoon, half «owner
of Las Vegas it seems, and other things.
He has also managed to make money on
efery ruddy thing he ever stuck his feet
(and billfold) into Even the awkward
"flying goose?’ super-flying-boat that
never quite made it was a financial
success in the long run because the IB
Government paid Hughes to keep it in
operating condition as a aeronautical
test-bed.
But more about stocks later.

' You see, back a nurber of years
ago, I had the happy opportunity of
going for a number of fascinating
months, approximately a year (though
it got spotty in the last four months)
of training at Detrout Judo, taking
the Korean Karate course.
Though not exactly standard oper
ating procedure it seems, the instruct
or gave us a good deal of basic judo
falling training. Which was eminbrrtly
useful considering how often we were
hitting the mat.
Anyways, it had been'a long time
time ago and far far away, it seems.
Oh sure, I can still recognize when
someone like Diana Rigg is faking it
badly during the average AVENGERS fight
scene. And seme re-training would very
likely have me as good as ever in a
very short while. But for all actual
purposes ny entire technique is so
rusty that bathing it in oil would fail
to even reduce the erg level of the
rusty squeech if it were to be used.
It is all the more amazing then
that when I s tar ted to go into wy "fall”
after being "beaterf’ by Louise—aka-Mrs.
Peel, I kept on going...into a perfect
ly classical double forward roll. If
my old instructor could have seen it,
it is probable that he would have be
rated me for my sloppy technique and
been annoyed at the way I arched ny
back instead of curving it. But for
all of that it was a beautiful doubleroll, full of sound and fury and var
ious crashes. There was just this li’l

THE MASQUERADE Was lots of fbn. As
with the WesterCon last
month I had not intended to go to
the Masquerade as a contestant, but
merely as a spectator. But at the Uth
of July do in Santa Monica, I again
found myself putting together odds and
ends in order to participate. At the
WesterCon the same Murphy who painted
the nearly-nude "The Illustrated Lady"
did up my face in blue & red checker
board and orange flames on alternating
sides. Here, at the St.LouisCon a few
friends frenziedly got hold of me to
inform me, Diana Rigg and AVEU1ERS fan
that I am^ that someone was coming as
Mrs. Peel.
The lass in question was Louise
Starnes, an Ohio Miss, member evidently
of the Star Trek group. Finally some
one got us together and introduced us.
Louise didn’t actually look too much
like the Peel of Steel, neither in
build, height or facial features, and
the reddish hair was a wig. Yet, she
at least had the Emma Peel-er and some »f
the right movements...
On the spur of the moment and under
the prompting of a few friends, it was dec
ided to make a skit out of Louise’s presen
tation. She was to go out on the mnwEy, '
they would read off the name and character,
she would strike a pose or two, etc., and
start back for the exit of the stage arsa.
It was at that moment that Yho Hble & Obt
Srvt TO Cmnd was to leap villaniously from
behind, she would "defend” herself and the
"Rufflari* (me) would be comatose upon the
stage, thus proving Right Wins Over Might
or something of the sort. There was one
slight hitch to the whole procedure which
didn’t make itself apparent until the skit
was in operation.
(11),

*'klndl of xJne /

01’ shrill Asiatic
voles insistently
yelling into ny

mind’s ear that}
"With "the shoulders
first» Schultz,

with the shoulders
first»» And I
"JusC. .literally. ••
instinctively did
just exactly that»
I would net do it
again witHout a
hell of a lot of
wam-up beforehand and without mats. It
would have been very easy to literally
break my neck.
But I reacted then in the manner I did,
and I relaxed completely and performed like
a real Stunt man. In fact, bouncing off
the stage itself wasn’t any harder than
doing the first initial roll.
Thinking back on it, I realized that
if I had been planning anything 1 ike that I
would have literally froze up. And If there
had been mats there I probably wouldn’t ’ave
gone through with it.
Poor Jack Chalker was one of the aides
up there by the stage, helping the contest
ants get about, etc. No one had told him
or Al Snider (the other aide) that I was
going to ’’attack" Mrs. Peel. When Jack
first saw me, I was running across the stage
at Louis e-aka*Mrs, Peel and then hurtling
through the air with the greatest of ease
and going off the stage with a thunderous
crash. Which was rather more surprising to
him than it was to me. And quite a few
ether people were likewise surprised a bit.
Egoboo is someone afterwards asking if
I did stunt work professionally.
And there was one small scratch on my
left elbow I discovered the other day that
probably hit the stage on the way down.
And in my hip pocket I had left ny wallet
and had fallen...neatly and cleanly...on
it twice. That Was the only ’’wound”.
At any rate, it was all good clean fun
in retrospect and I enjoyed the whole bit
immensely. Granted it was pretty small
potatoes compared with some of the costumes
and presentations that did win prizes at the
Masquerade, it wasn’t aUf 'that bad for
something conceived on the spot.
Some of the prizes which did win were
Karen & Astrld Anderson’s "The Sat And The
Bitten", complete with 10-foot wingspans
and blood-stained white dress and easily
One of the most effective presentations in
any Masquerade in recent history. Fortunat
ely I had seen Karen and Astid already per
form it at the WesterCon so I was able to
anticipate the crashing surprise.
(12)

Jon and Joni Stopa, another
pair that take a great deal of

effort in preparing their Masquer
ade costumes, took a tie far Most
Beautiful as Eric John Stark apd
Lord Ciaran from Leigh Brackett’s
PEOPIE GF THE TALISMAN, with Marsha
Brown as a low canaller from the
same story that Eric J. Stark was
protecting.
The other winner was Lawrence
Ropp and Bertram Parker was Caliban
and Prospero from Willy The Shake’s
TEMPEST (and shame on me for not
recognizing th mi).
, The whole Masquerade was a
groove, if you’ll pardon the slang.
Ron Bounds won as Most Authent
ic when he came as Ottar from Harry
Harrison’s "THE TECH NICOL®. TIME
MACHINE”, as seen on the Freas cover
for the story. There is some de
bate going on at the moment, evident. ly, over whether Ron played, fair by
renting his costume. All I knew is
that he looked absolutely perfect
there in his Viking get-up, complete
with Jack Daniels bottle and wheaties.
And it was real Jack Daniels.

Just for the record, by the way,
here are the Hugo winners and
runner-ups as recorded for posterity
by Charlie Brown’s LOCUS.
HUGOS

Novel« STAM) ON ZANZIBAR by Brunner
(my own choice,..). RITE
OF PASSAGE.by Panshin as runner-up.
Not bad for a new author....
Novella «* NIGHTWINGS by Silverberg,
with Anne McCaffrey’s
DRAGONRIDER as runner-up, (And .
I still think Deart did a fab job
on his HAWK AMONG TIE SPARROWS).

Novelette« THE SHARING- OF FLESH
by Poul Anderson,. &
TOTAL ENVIRONMENT by Aldiss and
my own favourite, GETTING THROUGH
UNIVERSITY by Piers Anthony as
runners-up,
Short S^ory« THE BEAST THAT SHOUTED
*
LOVE AT THE HEART OF
THE WORID by Ellison. ALL THE,
MIRIAD WAYS by Larry Niven and my
fave, DANCE OF THE CHANGER AND THE
THREE by Tqrry Carr as r-up’s.
*
Rro Artist« Jack Gaughan, with
Freas and the Dillons
as second and third.

Professional Magazine: F & SF with Analog
and Galaxy tagging
along behind#

he commented in a truly shocked voice,
and immediately faced with the prospect’
of withdrawal symptoms from Heineken’s,
spent a frantic few hours until dis
Dramat n2001:B (thou^i I Continue to believe covering another source#
that if "Fall-Out", the last eppy of
Missed the FAPA meeting by mis
’’The Prisoner” had occurred in any other
chance, missed much of the program,
year it would have won just as handily#)
missed many things# But it was the
sort of Con where you could accept
Fanzines S.F.Review (aka Psychotic)...the
with equanimity the fact that one
Right Choice# Riverside Quarterly cannot do everything, and just sat
and Trumpet also ran*
back and relaxed with whoever ye
~ *
happened to be with this time# It
Fan Writer: Harry Warner, «Sr#
Xias a Fun Con#
The Intervention in the Stops’s
room.... Joni and a number of us
Fan Artists Vaughn Bode, with George Barr
and Bill Rot si er right behind
started talking in the one corridor
him. For a long while I debated with my
between the front of the suite and
self as to whether I liked Bode’s work#
the entrance and in time the group
grew like a crystal in a chemical
Primarily because of the violent tones to
much of it# Then I realized that this was
bath as people resigned themselves
sophistry and ever since then I’ve enjoyed
to being unable to force the newly
his work immensely# One does not moralize
formed barrier#».#
a great talent#..
Picking the blue lint from the
I am sorry though that Doug Lovendtein Boston group’s rug out of my cuffs#
didn’t *33 better than he evidently did,
Mike Glicksohn and Alicia A^tin in
but considering the cemptetition I think
the Montreal in ’7k Party# Bill
he feels rather proud to have simply placed Rotsler telling Alicia Sunday morn
that she should put together a port
in the same race....
folio, by Ghod, because she’s goodl
Special Hugos To Armstrong, Aldrin and
And she is, and'she is#..#
Collins#' For the Best Moon
It was fun, gang#
I
’ll be seeing you#
Landing Ever© Chortle, chortle#...

THE MISFITS MEETING That will be
All in all it was one of the better
occurring
Cons I've ever been to# Partly this was
shortly
will
have
at
least
a few
due to the fortuitous facilities with
items
on
the
agenda#
First
off,
everything on the first floor being easily
we
will
continue
the
discussions
accessible and searchable when looking for
on whether we need a loose or
sefneone# Partly this was because everyone
formal
statewide organization of
for once seemed to be fantastically relax
Michigan
fenu 'How we will accomplish
ed» There was little of the pressure one
either purpose#
felt at New York or the BayCon, and very
Then there is HARPIES#.# The
little running'around or party-hopping#
zine is draining too much of my
Evey by myself, and I’m an extremely ner
vous party-hopper type.
time and energy at present and one
Everyone seemed to be willing to take
idea is to combine it with some
pot luck with whoever happened to be near«»
other Michigan fanzine and support
by and struck up a conversation and it all
it in multidudious ways#
seemed to work out so extremely well# Not
There might be a sleigh ride
much booze was consumed, though ponds of
this year, and folk might begin
.
soft drinks were, and the party goodies at
considering lining up dates for
sane suites disappeared fantastically fast
the event# There will be in any
for the very good reason that by Sunday
event the usual Detroit New Year’s
night many people were beginning to starve
Party to Which all are invited#
to death# The Coffee Shop literally ran
Also, it will be further dis
out of food and Sunday everything in StLou
cussed whether there will be the
closed up tight# Even the bars# *
5th Annual MlchiC onf erence this
I can still remember Poul Anderson
March very very early# 5th... Yes#
arriving downstairs and being informed that Of course the last one was In 1M
the Bar was closed for the day# "No beer", but who needs to be picky.... ,
' .
(13)
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SCHAMOOB #2 Frank 0, Johnson, 3836 Washington, Cincinnati, Ohio
h£229. Available for trade, the usual, or >25^@.

The one thing that caught my eye in this the second issue
was a statement in the letter from Harry Warner. To quote, "..but
I’d be even more unhappy if the fanzines of a more modest appear
ance and aspirations were to vanish." To take this one step further
it seems to me that these more modest in appearance sines are the
true fanzines What to Call the others I’m not sure, prozines
they’re not, but they sure are net fanzines. 'How about Pfanzines.»»,
(So you should know whereof I’m talking about, an example of a
,Pfanzine would be TRUMPET).
’r>l5
*
In addition to an interview that was reprinted from a news
paper (which for some unknown reason I refused to read) there was a
reasonable good story by Dale Tarr. Both the fanzine reviews and
lettercolumns are adequate.
And the reproduction on ny copy 5s readablel
On the contents page is a statement to the effect that there
won’t be any subscriptions for a long time yet. I am not quite sure
just what this means, but send along a quarter anyways. I think
you’ll enjoy what comes back.

TRUMPET Tom Reamy, P4O. Box £23, Richardson, Texas. Available for
and $3*£0 for five years, comes out quarterly. He
will sometimes trade if agreeded to in advance. Sons back
issues of remarkable materials are available.
(2b)

"Down In Flames” by larzy Niven reads interesting, but I fail to understand it.
But the Portfolio by Tim Kirk is fantastic, pot only in terns of art but in
terms of content and reproduction as well# It, is as sharp as a snickersnee.
However, thé real Prize of this issue is the Phyllis Eisenstein review of
"The Love Tribe1’, â pseudo-pornographic book by Dick Geis under the pseudonym
of ’’Peggy Swenson”, This one is a joy to behold and a treasure, to read. All must
read it at your earliest opportunity. I dovbt if anyone but a woman could approach
these stories with the right blend of hilarity and good nature.
In the same Vein there are some other good reviews.
But though the entire magazine is extraordinary, the Eisenstein review and the
Tim Kirk portfolio are alone worth every penny of the
cents, much less the full
colour Barr cover!

FORUM INTERNATIONAL: #1 Per Insulander, Midsommarvagen 33, s-126 35 Hagersten,
Sweden, 5 for $2,00 and trades, etc.
There is sone really wild and wooly materiale between these covers. The
two stories by Forker Framzen are some of the best fan written fiction I’ve read
In seventeen years of fanzine experience, ”1 Knew A Man Who Knew” is more like
Kafka than Kafka, and I like Kafka! I realize that this no reason why it should
be therefore excellent fiction, In fact maybe it is in spite of it being like
the master. But it grabs you nonetheless, ’’Midsummer Is A Pot Of Angry Women”
has ameaning that still eludes me, whetehr the stoiy line is too deep for me or
whether something got lost in the translation. Even after a third reading it
still eludes me. But it makes me want to know more, to understand better, and
for this alone I must state that ii is an engrossing bit of story.
The interviews with John Sladek and John Brunner are.
BEABOHEMA #5 (The Annish): Frank Lunney, 212 Juniper Street, Quakertown,' Pennsy,
189514 ,7^S for the Amish, all-others
2 for
11,00, 3 for $1,50, Also trades, contribs, etd,
X

This fat issue has 100 pages, give or take a few. The cover itself is U
pages long and must be seen to be believed. The insides are more believable
and range in quality from superb to mediocre,
’’Rejuvenated” by Janet Fox has a good idea and a good story line, but it '
unfortunately fails to wind up anywhere, I’ve read far whrst in the prozines,
but as it is, it points up a position I’ve held far a veeery long time. It
seems to me to be a waste of good ideas to throw something together for a fan
zine when some time and effort in polishing and working-up waild bring a check
from a prozine. And if the story is unsalvagable for-prozlne pages, it has no
business being published in the first place. Come on, Fox»..,
Lunney tells us that Faith Lincoln doesn’t exist and Schultz says that
she may be a hoax but we needed her or someone like her, A forthright lass
to spark thingsj and a reviewer able to tell it like it is,
Howard De Tore also mentions that he did receive Piers Anthony’s listing
ofmat eriale. He forwarded it on to Tuck, who sent it on to Ed Wood, who was
moving out to the Western states at the time and by now the sheets are un
doubtedly gone the way of all flesh. For which Howard apologizes and hopes
to be able to give his apologies to Piers Anthony in person some time at some
future Convention that he shows up at.
After reading the attacks on John J, Pierce and his Foundation, I’m be
ginning to think I’m missing some of the most humorous materials being distrib
uted in fandom today, I'd like very much to read what could prompt such a
stream of vitrol in this' and other fanzines.

-roger sims—
(25)
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«MlSFitS Meeting*

(36)

Be ye all notified therefore that on Sunday,
October £th, 1969, there will be a MlSFitS
(Michigan Science Fiction Society) Meeting
in the small city of Am Arbor, Michigan, the
home of the University of Michigan.
'The site will, tentatively, be island '
Park, in the northeast quadrant of the town,
provided the weather holds up. There are
benches, cooking set-ups, etc. at this site.
Refreshments Will be served and available to
all attendees, of course. During this picnic
a number of problems will be thrashed cut and
discussed and the future course of the club
will be dealt with...we hope.
If the weather is inclement, we will
meet elsewhere, possibly at Norm Grenzke’s
apartment. In any event there willbe a
SIGN tacked to Norm’s apartment door to in
form any late arrivals where we have went.
Norm’s place is 70h Iff.11 St., Apt. 8. The
telephone there is 7^1-7981. Ms Grosse
Pointe telephone is TU-l-^763.
The meeting is scheduled fcr ape. Noon.
A caravan will be leaving from Howard DeVare’s
place in Dearborn Heights at approximately
10i30 in the morning. Howard’s telephone is
L0-^A1^7. Call him for pickup arrangements#

)

>

If Inland IbTk is
over-crowded, Huron q
Park is the alter»
o
nate picnic-s
meeting site» A
mentioned before,—if the weather is 4
iinclemenb, we will
meet elsewhere» A
sign will be posted
on Norm’s apartment
door to inform any
late arrivals of where
the meeting will be if
the weather is bad, if
Huron Park has to be used
and where any other site
will be and how to get
there. Fer example, we
night wind up at Willem
van den Broek’s place,
he’ll have us, or hold
in Norm Grenzke’s
apartment. But we
shall see.
I hope it’s a,

Huron

Food win be
there, but other
wise it’s BYOB
(Bring Your Own
Booze) if you want ary.
Rides will be
available to a number of
area people, of course.
Either show up at Howardt
DeVore’s place at h7$5 '
Weddel, Dearborn Heights,
Michigan, or phone him
at LO-5-U157. As stated
ever we’ll be trying
for an early start so
that we can have the*
meeting while it’s '
warm, during the day,
and possibly be
able to get started
back before night»
Note» Amongst the
items to be discussed
is -whether ar not we
shall hold a MichiConferenoe

Whether to continue ths
publication of HARPIES,
and who shall perform
this task« Dues for the
or ganizati on. Whe th er
or not to schedule a Sleigh
Ride this' January.
Etc., etc», etc», etc
I’ll be seeing you»

PRCMO(17)
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All Michigan Fans are urgently
requested.t» read the ne^tinc
notice inslieJ

Freist
Rinh«rd Schultz
191^9 Helen
1streit. Michigan
H«23h

c

Flense Sand T».«,...
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This Fanzine supports the
following Worthy Causes t
lös Angeles' in 19721

CAHFejlAiA
Montreal in 19711

Addendum and commentss

The neu Number Two has no:
"been in the White House for ?
2^» days.
Heo Bey, brs. Feel, do w
ever need you nou.».«.

